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FIBRASHOP ANNOUNCES CONSOLIDATED RESULTS FOR THE 

SECOND QUARTER 2018 

  

 Net income for the second quarter amounted to Ps. 131.54 million, resulting 
in an increase of Ps. 10.91 million, or 9.05% compared to the same quarter 
in 2017. 

 Net Income per share reached Ps. 0.2648 cents, which implies an annual 
return rate of 11.84% the closing price of July 20, 2018.  

 The total operating income for the quarter (leases and maintenance) 
amounted to Ps. 341.63 million. This amount represents an increase of 
25.76% when compared to the same quarter in 2017 and an increase of 
2.55% compared to the previous quarter. 

 Same-store sales (excluding acquisitions) rose by Ps. 24.76 million from the 
same quarter last year, representing an 9.12% increase. This increment is 
double the rate announced by ANTAD for same-store sales during the same 
period at 4.53%. NOI for same store sales rose Ps. 30.04 million, increasing 
of 13.95%. 

 The net operating income (NOI) for the quarter was Ps. 260.55 million, 
increasing 31.93% when compared to the same last year quarter, and 2.71% 
from the previous quarter. 

 NOI margin over total operating revenues was 76.27%, representing an 
increase of 347 basis points when compared with the same quarter last year, 
and 12 basis points from the previous quarter. It is worth mentioning that the 
margin to NOI at a property level, that is, the operating margin of the shopping 
centers amounted to 84.94%. 

 EBITDA for the quarter amounted to Ps. 247.55 million, an increase of 
36.44% when compared to the same quarter last year, and 2.70% above the 
previous quarter. 

 EBITDA margin was 72.46%, above the margins of the main REITs in the 
world, which represented an increase of 567 basis points, compared with the 
same quarter last year, and an increase of 11 points compared to the previous 
quarter. 
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 The weighted occupancy rate of the stabilized portfolio closed at 95.6%. If we 
include the Puerta la Victoria property, the weighted occupancy rate reached 
95%. 
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Financial Metrics 

The table below shows the key financial metrics for the quarter and its comparison 
with the same prior period: 
 

 
 

 

  

2nd. Quarter 
2017

2nd. Quarter 
2017

Increase 
%

Accum
 2017

Accum
 2018

Increase
%

Income 271.65              341.63 25.76%              532.52              674.77 26.71%
NOI 197.50              260.55 31.93%              385.51              514.24 33.39%
EBITDA 181.43              247.55 36.44%              354.17              488.57 37.95%
Net profit of the period 120.63              131.54 9.05%              226.54              267.12 17.91%
NOI margin 72.70% 76.27% 4.91% 72.39% 76.21% 5.27%
EBITDA magin 66.79% 72.46% 8.49% 66.51% 72.41% 8.87%
Net profit of the period per CBFI 0.2626 0.2648 0.84%              0.4918              0.5354 8.85%
CBFI´s oustandig (M) 459.43              496.68 8.11%              459.43              496.68 8.11%
Total Assets              13,032              18,482 41.83%              13,032              18,482 41.83%
Debt with cost                4,150                7,265 75.06%                4,150                7,265 75.06%
Equity                8,740              10,470 19.80%                8,740              10,470 19.80%
LTV 31.85% 39.31% 23.43% 31.85% 39.31% 23.43%
P/U ratio** 12.28                  9.12 -25.76%                12.28                  9.12 -25.76%
EV/EBITDA*** 14.29                13.34 -6.62%                14.29                13.34 -6.62%
Implicit CAP Rate**** 7.86% 8.62% 9.68% 7.86% 8.62% 9.68%

**P/E ratio – calculated as the average closing price, divided between the net income in the 12-month period and the weighted outstanding CBFIs in the period.

**** Implied CAP Rate – calculated as NOI in the period annualized (multiplied by four) divided by the capitalization 

(calculated as the weighted average price of CBFI's outstanding in the quarter) plus the net debt at the close of the quarter.

* Weighted annual average.

*** EV/EBITDA – calculated as the capitalization plus liabilities minus cash and cash equivalent divided between the EBITDA of the past 12 months.
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CEO COMMENTS 

 

 

 

 

 

“Before addressing the quarterly earnings 
results of FibraShop, I would like to 
highlight that this July we celebrate the 5-
year anniversary of our IPO. 

During the first five years we have more 
than doubled the amount of properties 
from the initial eight shopping centers to 
20 today. This has translated in a GLA 
growth of five times the original size. 

Similarly, the five-times growth has also 
been reflected in the financial figures such 
as revenues, NOI and EBITDA. I proudly 
state that we have reached efficiency 
levels at par or above the best shopping 
center operators in the world. As a result, 
the NOI and EBITDA margins are today at 
a level of 76.27% and 72.56%, respectively. 

In terms of the second quarter results, I 
share with pride the growth of 26% 
recorded in revenues when compared to 
the prior year quarter. In terms of NOI, the 
increase was 32% while EBITDA rose 
slightly above 36%. Such results have 
allowed us to offset the increase in 

financial costs stemming from the rising 
interest rates seen in the last year and half. 

Our net income rose 9% from the same 
quarter last year, allowing us to increase 
net income per CBFI despite the increase of 
outstanding CBFIs in the market, which has 
grown 8.11%. This increase excludes 
Puerta La Victoria’s NOI as it is still in the 
consolidation process and the projects of 
Sentura and La Perla that are not 
contributing yet to the portfolio. Keep in 
mind that Sentura will open soon while La 
Perla will do so in 2019. 

Another relevant indicator supporting 
FibraShop’s performance is same-
shopping centers sales, which excluding 
acquisitions, have risen 9.12% on an 
annual basis, while ANTAD same-store 
sales in the period only increased 4.53%. 
NOI for same- shopping centers sales grew 
14% on an annual basis as a result of the 
cost efficiency programs we have 
implemented. 

We are thrilled with the results recorded in 
the quarter. We reiterate our commitment 
to continue improving profitability for our 
shareholders, together with our focus on 
transparency and good corporate 
governance.” 

Salvador Cayón Ceballos 
CEO 
FibraShop 



  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Mexico City, July 23th, 2018 - FibraShop (FSHOP) (BMV: FSHOP13). CIBanco, 
S.A. Institución de Banca Múltiple, Irrevocable Trust F/00854, the first real estate 
trust specialized in shopping centers, today announced its results for the second 
quarter ending June 30, 2018. The results were prepared following the International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and stated in nominal pesos. 

 

FIBRASHOP’S 5-YEAR EVOLUTION SINCE INCEPTION 

This July we celebrate the five-year anniversary since FibraShop launched its IPO 
on the Mexican Stock Exchange (BMV). Before detailing the second quarter 
earnings results, here below we present the details of several indicators showing 
FibraShop’s evolution during the first five years of life. 

During the first five years FibraShop increased the number of properties and gross 
leasable area (GLA) from eight properties and a GLA of 137,587 square meters to 
20 properties with a GLA (including co-investment project under development) of 
712,062 square meters. That is, we have grown a bit over five times. 
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The results above have translated into an increase in total assets, which rose from 
Ps. 6,202 million at the end of 2013 to Ps. 18,482 million at the close of June 2018, 
representing a growth of almost three times.  

In parallel, during those five years FibraShop’s strategy has not only focused on 
acquisitions and co-investments in developments but also on generating value 
added in properties of the portfolio through: expansions, adding high quality tenants, 
higher occupancy, and rental increases above inflation, among others. This has 
resulted in higher valuations of the properties as seen in the graph below. 
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Today FibraShop’s portfolio has a 95% occupancy rate, in line with international 
standards, as we have focused on increasing occupancy rates at the original 
shopping centers.  
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In terms of financial metrics, total revenues, net operating income (NOI) and 
operating profit (EBITDA) have grown more than five times during the five-year 
period. 

 

Considering the same financial metrics, only in the past year, we can see increases 
from 26% to 36%. 
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In terms of NOI and EBITDA margin, we have also seen significant improvements in 
this five years. 

 

Finally, in terms of net income (excluding the revaluation of the investment 
properties) we have seen strong and increasing returns up to the second quarter of 
2016, since then the rising interest rate environment (external to FibraShop) has 
triggered an increase in the financial cost of the outstanding debt. 
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Nevertheless, and given the increase recorded in revenues, NOI and EBITDA, 
during the last year we have reverted the tendency of net income compensating the 
cost of debt. We are now seeing net income and returns per CBFIs at levels pre-
higher interest rates. 
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RELEVANT EVENTS 

Given the observed market conditions, on June 22, 2018, FibraShop announced its 
decision to partially cover the bond issued with a variable rate (based on the 28-day 
TIIE) with ticker symbol FSHOP15. The following are the coverage characteristics: 
 

Type of hedge Swap rate Guarantee Notional (mdp) 
Cash Flow 
payments 

Swap TIIE vs fixed rate 8.18% 
No guarantees or  

margin calls 
1,000.00 

 Cashflow reflects 
FSHOP15 

coupon 

 
This means that FibraShop will pay 8.18% plus TIIE rate, over the notional value of 
one billion.  
 
The FSHOP15 bond characteristics are as follows: 
 

Bond Maturity Currency 
Issued 

amount (mdp) 
Rate Guarantee 

FSHOP15 22/06/2020 Pesos 3,000.00 28-day TIIE + 0.90 Unsecured 

 

With this coverage FibraShop has completely covered the FSHOP15 bond 
amounting to Ps. 3,000 million at a weighted average rate of 7.6250%. 
 
Previously, on March 14, 2017, we announced swap to cover Ps. 1,000,000,000 of 
the bond at a rate of 7.455%, and on March 31, 2017, we also announced another 
swap to cover another Ps. 1,000,000,000 of the bond at a rate of 7.24%. Both 
contract have the same conditions, no guarantees or margin calls.  
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1. REPURCHASE CBFI PROGRAM 

FibraShop has continued to use its repurchase fund; the monthly operating volume 
is shown in the table below: 
 

Period Volume Amount 
2Q 2017 2,590,368 31,657,168 

3Q 2017 3,689,576 42,836,065 

4Q 2017 4,614,092 49,834,770 

1Q 2018 2,652,806 29,024,946 

2Q 2018 4,402,414 40,816,634 

Total   17,949,256 194,169,583 

* Figures updated as of July 18, 2018 
 

 
The repurchased CBFIs have been withdrawn from circulation, and have no 
corporate or economic rights, and thus, are not subject to quarterly distribution. 
 
The following table shows the reconciliation of the outstanding CBFIs with economic 
rights: 
 

  # of CBFI´s 
Economic 

rights 
CBFIs with economic rights for distribution in 4Q 2016 484,097,879 YES  

(-) Repurchased CBFIs 22,078,997*  NO  

CBFIs with economic rights for distribution in 1Q2017 462,018,882 YES 

(- ) Repurchased CBFIs 2,590,368  NO  

CBFIs with economic rights for distribution in 2Q2017 459,428,514 YES 

(+) New securities in circulation, first payment of Kukulczn Plaza (Aug-17) 10,500,000  YES 

(-) Repurchased CBFIs 3,689,576  NO  

CBFIs with economic rights for distribution in 3Q2017 466,238,938  YES 

(+) New securities in circulation, purchase of Puerta la Victoria (Nov-17) 31,611,435  YES 

(+) New securities in circulation, purchase of Puerta la Victoria (Nov-17) 8,771,930  NO  

(+) New securities in circulation, second payment and settlement of Kukulcan Plaza 
(Dec.-17) 

10,500,000  YES 

(- ) Repurchased CBFIs 4,614,092  NO  

CBFIs with economic rights for distribution for 4Q2017 503,736,281  YES 

(-) Repurchased CBFIs 2,652,806  NO  

CBFIs with economic rights for distribution for 1Q2018 501,083,475  YES 

(- ) Repurchased CBFIs 4,402,414  NO  

CBFIs with economic rights for distribution for 2Q2018 496,681,061  YES 

*CFBIs canceled in 2017. 
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2. GROWTH IN THE GLA OF EXISTING PROPERTIES 

A key factor in FibraShop’s business model is organic growth; presently, we are 
expanding the shopping center of Galerias Mall Sonora, as well as the renovation 
and relaunch of Kukulcan Plaza, both properties will be ready by the end of 2018. 

Following the process described above, during the quarter the GLA growth of the 
properties in the portfolio can be seen in the table below: 

Properties 2Q18 GLA (m2) 

Plaza Cibeles 76,133 

La Luciernaga 19,937 

Puerto Paraíso 25,080 

Kukulcan Plaza * 20,986 

UC Condesa Durango 1,454 

UC Jurica 10,812 

UC Juriquilla 9,490 

UC Xalapa 8,273 

Puerta Texcoco 63,725 

UC Nima Shops 3,837 

Plaza los Atrios 50,457 

Galerias Tapachula 33,872 

Galerias Mall Sonora * 52,710 

Las Misiones 34,928 

City Center Bosque Esmeralda 29,520 

Plaza Cedros 19,300 

Cruz del Sur 12,282 

Puerta La Victoria 57,702 

Total 530,498 

 
* GLA shown in the previous table does not consider the new GLA related to future renovations and 
expansions of the shopping centers. Once the renovation process is completed the table will include 
the additional GLA.  
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BUSINESS PLAN PROGRESS 

1. Shopping Center Occupancy 
 

During the quarter progress was made in the marketing of available spaces in some 
shopping centers, increasing occupancy rates at some properties. We continued 
focusing on meeting international occupancy standards in the industry of 95%. 

 

% of Occupancy 

Shopping center 2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 

Plaza Cibeles 99 99 99 99 99 

La Luciernaga 99 99 99 99 99 

Puerto Paraíso 95 96 97 97 96 

Kukulcan Plaza 85 85 82 82 83 

UC Condesa Durango 100 100 100 100 100 

UC Jurica 89 89 92 92 94 

UC Juriquilla 91 97 98 98 98 

UC Xalapa 95 95 92 92 91 

Puerta Texcoco 97 98 98 98 98 

UC Nima Shops 96 99 99 99 100 

Plaza Los Atrios 88 89 90 90 90 

Galerias Tapachula 94 94 95 95 96 

Galerias Mall Sonora 98 98 99 99 99 

Las Misiones 97 97 97 97 100 

City Center Bosque Esmeralda 93 93 91 91 90 

Plaza Cedros 91 91 91 91 90 

Cruz del Sur 97 97 98 98 99 

Total 
             

94.8  
             

95.2  
             

95.3  
             

95.4  
             

95.6  

 

Puerta La Victoria opened its doors in October 2017 and FibraShop acquired it in 
November 2017. The occupancy rate reached 91%, which if added to the total 
portfolio, the weighted average occupancy rate would rise to 94.98%. 

Nonetheless, Puerta La Victoria is still in the maturation process, and has 5% of its 
GLA under negotiations. 
  
In the case of Kukulcan Plaza, as mentioned above, FibraShop has paid the pending 
GLA and now owns 100% of the property. However, GLA occupancy is presented 
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prior to the acquisition only after the renovation is completed, it will be included in 
the occupancy table. Galerias Mall Sonora occupancy rate will also be included after 
the expansion is completed.  
 
With regards to the square meters acquired and pending settlement at Puerto 
Paraiso, the current status is detailed in the following table.  
 

Properties 
Owned by 
FibraShop 

Pending 
acquisition 

Tenants with 
own stores 

Total 
shopping 

center 

Puerto Paraiso  
                

25,080  
                  

5,978  
                        

4,901  
        

35,959  

 

The table above shows FibraShop’s properties, what we have acquired and paid, 
those that are still pending payment and the square meters that are owned by 
tenant’s owners of their own footprint that make up the shopping center and will not 
be acquired by FibraShop.  
 
The square meters pending acquisition have undergone modifications in its 
extension as a result of renovations and reconfigurations of the shopping centers, it 
was decided to reduce the GLA to generate more common areas to make the 
shopping centers more attractive. 
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2. Shopping Center Acquisition, Expansion, Co-investment and 
Renovations 
 

Galerias Mall Sonora 

The expansion of the shopping center has two stages; the first consists of expanding 
the commercial "track", which is almost completed, we are initiating the delivery 
process of stores and adaptations. It is estimated that it will start generating income 
in the month of July. 

 

 

The second stage corresponds to the construction of a parking deck. It will be 
completed in July, and that same month we will start operation and payment trials. 
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Sentura, Tlalnepantla 

Sentura Tlalnepantla shopping center is in the final construction stage and is 
expected to open in July. There is significant progress in the building complex 
process, as well as in the hotel and office building. In terms of commercialization, 
until today 94.5% of the GLA is rented and 4% is under negotiation. 
 

 

 
 
Of the original amount that FibraShop planned on investing in the shopping center 
amounting to Ps. 407.54 million, at the close of June it had contributed Ps. 400.03 
million. 
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La Perla 

The architectural project is finished and shows important progress in the excavation, 
foundation, underground parking and demolition of existing buildings. Construction 
of buildings adjacent to the shopping center, that will be part of multiple use complex, 
has completed its initial stage. 
 
In terms of leasing advances, we already signed contracts for 45% of GLA, and an 
additional 10% is in the process of negotiation. Among the brands locked are 
Liverpool, Cinepolis, Energy Fitness, American Eagle, H&M, Recorcholis, Sfera, 
Williams Sonoma, Prada, and others.  
 
Of the original amount that FibraShop budgeted to invest in the shopping center as 
of June 30, 2018, it had made contributions equivalent to 80% (that is, of the total to 
be invested of Ps. 1,374.15 million, and Ps. 1,101.45 million have been paid).  
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Advisory Company 
 
In March 2018, FibraShop acquired 40% of FibraShop Portafolios Inmobiliarios SAPI 
de CV, which offers advisory services to the Fibra. 
 
With the goal of showing the returns of said investment, which translated into lower 
net costs for FibraShop, here below we show the savings to date and annualized 
returns in a simple firm. 
 

  NOI 1Q 2018 NOI 2Q 2018 Accumulated  
 NOI 

Annualized 2Q 
2018  

Amount 253.68 260.55 514.23 1,028.47 

Advisory commission at 100% (7.5%) 19.03 19.54 38.57 77.14 

Advisory commission at 60% (4.5%) 11.42 11.72 23.14 46.28 
Net commissions savings 7.61 7.82 15.43 30.85 
     

Amount paid for 40% of advisor     215 
Annualized returns    14.35% 
*Figures in million pesos         

The annualized return according to the first quarter was 14.16%, with projected 
figures of the second quarter, the return increased by 19 basis points. It is worth 
noting that the savings only include the current NOI and not the growth projected for 
the properties that are under development in our portfolio.  
 
The returns announced in the relevant fact during the acquisition, estimate those 
increments and the future expected return. 
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3. GLA and geographic distribution 

The current GLA (gross leasable area) of FibraShop (including all acquisitions and 
expansions) amounted to 550,485 square meters, while the total managed GLA of 
FibraShop amounted to 626,432 square meters. 
 

GLA property of FibraSHOP 
(sqm) 

Expansions in 
process (sqm) 

Tenant owners 
of stores (sqm) 

Total GLA under 
management 

(sqm) 

530,498                 19,987                  75,947  626,432 
* Includes 10,057 square meters of Galerias Mall Sonora and 9,930 of Kukulcan Plaza 

 

The figures above do not include the co-investments at Sentura Tlalnepantla and La 
Perla. Including the co-investments, the GLA managed with FibraShop’s 
participation (considering the total GLA in the co-investments) amounts to 788,009 
square meters, as seen in the table below:  

GLA property of FibraShop 
including expansion in 

progress (sqm) 

Tenant owners 
of stores (sqm) 
in FibraShop’s 

owned 
properties 

Total GLA in 
Sentura 

Tlalnepantla 
and La Perla 

(sqm) 

Total GLA 
managed and 
FibraShop’s 

interest (sqm) 

550,485 75,947 161,577 788,009 
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The graph below shows the geographical distribution of FibraShop’s portfolio, 
which is currently present in 12 states and Mexico City: 
 

 

 

Fashion Mall 
  Power Center 

  Community Center 
 

Properties Location 
 

Properties Location 
 

Properties Location 

Plaza Cibeles Irapuato 
 

Puerta Texcoco Texcoco 
 

UC Condesa  CDMX 

La Luciernaga 
San Miguel de 
Allende  

Los Atrios Cuautla 
 

UC Jurica Queretaro 

Puerto Paraiso Cabo San Lucas 
 

Galerias Tapachula Tapachula 
 

UC Juriquilla Queretaro 

Kukulcan Plaza Cancún 
 

City Center 
Esmeralda 

Chiluca 
 

UC Xalapa Xalapa 

Galerias Mall Sonora Hermosillo 
 

Plaza Cedros Cuernavaca 
 

UC Nima Shops Puerto Vallarta 

Las Misiones Juárez 
 

Cruz del Sur Puebla 
   

Puerta La Victoria Querétaro 
 

Sentura * CDMX 
   

La Perla * Guadalajara 
      

  
      

*In construction 
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4. Tenant Contract Analysis 

 

Distribution by Business and Tenant Type 

Aside from continuously seeking to improve its footprint in more states and cities, 
FibraShop has also the objective of achieving a strong diversification of its portfolio 
in terms of tenant type (by income and square meters). This strategy decreases the 
Company’s dependence on a few tenants for the majority of its revenues (excluding 
parking lots). 

The chart below illustrates the distribution of lease agreements by type of tenants, 
both in terms of total revenues (rent and maintenance) and percentage of the total 
GLA in the portfolio. 

 

 

  

Sector %
Department Store 19.7%
Supermarket 17.6%
Fashion 13.0%
Food 11.1%
Movie Theatre 9.0%
Entertainment 5.8%
Others 3.7%
Sports 3.5%
Financial Services 2.5%
Furniture 2.1%
Shoes 1.9%
Health and Beauty 1.8%
Electronics 1.6%
Stationary 1.5%
Cars and Motorcycle 1.5%
Gifts and accesories 1.2%
Services 1.0%
Storage 0.6%
Optics 0.5%
Jewelry 0.4%
Total 100.0%

19.7%

17.6%

13.0%11.1%

9.0%

5.8%

3.7%

3.5%
2.5%

2.1%
1.9%

1.8%1.6%1.5%1.5%1.2%1.0%0.6%0.5%0.4%

Gross Leasable Area by business

Department Store
Supermarket
Fashion
Food
Movie Theatre
Entertainment
Others
Sports
Financial Services
Furniture
Shoes
Health and Beauty
Electronics
Stationary
Cars and Motorcycle
Gifts and accesories
Services
Storage
Optics
Jewelry

Sector %
Food 18.9%
Fhasion 18.1%
Department Store 7.5%
Movie Theatre 7.0%
Entertainment 5.8%
Supermarket 5.3%
Others 4.1%
Health and Beauty 4.1%
Financial Services 4.0%
Sports 4.0%
Electronics 3.7%
Shoes 3.7%
Gifts and accesories 3.4%
Services 3.3%
Furniture 1.7%
Jewelry 1.5%
Cars and Motorcycle 1.3%
Optics 1.3%
Stationary 1.1%
Storage 0.4%
Total 100.0%

18.9%

18.1%

7.5%

7.0%5.8%
5.3%

4.1%

4.1%

4.0%

4.0%

3.7%

3.7%

3.4%
3.3%

1.7%1.5%1.3%1.3%1.1%0.4%

Income by business

Food

Fhasion

Department Store

Movie Theatre

Entertainment

Supermarket

Others

Health and Beauty

Financial Services

Sports

Electronics
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As seen in the previous charts, no sector represents more than 19.7% of FibraShop’s 
total revenues. As a result, this fragmentation strengthens the diversification of 
revenues by economic activity and brings an adequate balance to the portfolio. 

Currently, the top 30 tenants (classified by commercial group or brand) represent 
approximately 46.87% of total revenues as of June 2018 and 67.42% of total GLA, 
as seen in the table below: 
 

TOP 30 per rented GLA  TOP 30 per total revenues 
Commercial group %  Commercial group % 

Grupo Liverpool (Liverpool / Fábricas de Francia / 
Suburbia / Mac Cosmetics) 10.49%   Cinépolis 5.03% 

Sears / Sanborns / Telcel / Mixup-iShop / Inbursa  9.46%   
Grupo Liverpool (Liverpool / Fábricas de 
Francia / Suburbia / Mac Cosmetics) 4.56% 

Grupo Walmart (Walmart / Sams Club / Prichos) 8.33%   
Sears / Sanborns / Telcel / Mixup-iShop / 
Inbursa  4.18% 

Cinépolis 5.70%   
Grupo Walmart (Walmart / Sams Club / 
Prichos) 2.72% 

Soriana 4.64%   Cinemex 2.61% 

Cinemex 3.17%   
Grupo Gigante (Office Depot / Toks / Radio 
Shack / Petco) 2.47% 

Grupo Gigante (Office Depot / Toks / Radio 
Shack / Petco) 2.50%   Forever 21 1.87% 

Luxury Avenue 2.34%   
INDITEX (Zara / Pull&Bear / Bershka / 
Stradivarius) 1.84% 

La Comer / Fresko 2.26%   La Comer / Fresko 1.72% 
Home Depot  2.15%   H&M 1.63% 
Alsea (Starbucks Coffee / Vips / El Portón / 
Italianis / Burger King) 1.30%   Sonora Grill 1.60% 
INDITEX (Zara / Pull&Bear / Bershka / 
Stradivarius) 1.29%   Caliente 1.44% 

Coppel 1.03%   
Alsea (Starbucks Coffee / Vips / El Portón / 
Italianis / Burger King) 1.38% 

H&M 1.00%   Coppel 1.28% 
Grupo Martí (Deportes Martí / Smart Fit) 0.99%   Soriana 1.21% 
C&A 0.96%   Grupo Martí (Deportes Martí / Smart Fit) 1.15% 
Bouncy Bouncy 0.93%   BBVA Bancomer 1.11% 
Forever 21 0.88%   C&A 1.03% 
Parisina 0.87%   Innova Sports 1.01% 
Promoda  0.84%   Ruth's Chris 0.77% 
Casino Central 0.73%   Home Depot  0.75% 
Sonora Grill 0.72%   AT&T 0.72% 
Total Fitness 0.70%   Parisina 0.70% 
Office Max 0.66%   Promoda  0.64% 
Muebles Dico  0.66%   Banorte 0.63% 
Innova Sports 0.64%   Casino Central 0.63% 
BBVA Bancomer 0.64%   Bouncy Bouncy 0.59% 
Happyland 0.57%   Hacienda Tequila  0.57% 
Caliente 0.54%   Muebles Dico  0.53% 
Banorte 0.41%   Banamex 0.52% 
Total general 67.42%     46.87% 
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It is noteworthy that amongst the top 30 tenants, all tenants are large domestic or 
international corporations. Similarly, it is worth highlighting that no single tenant 
represents more than 5% of revenues (excluding parking lots).  
 
The current portfolio has two types of lease agreements:  

 Those with a fixed monthly rent (also known as “fixed rent”)  
 Those with a base monthly rent and a variable component related to the 

tenant revenue stream (also known as “variable rent”) 
 

Tenants with fixed rent represent 68.73% of the total GLA, and tenants with variable 
rent represent the remaining 31.27%. As a percentage of revenues, the tenants with 
fixed rent represent 78.66% of revenues, while those with variable rent represent 
21.34%. The variable rent portion of leases amounts to approximately 8.08%1 of total 
rental revenues. 
 
 
Contract Term Profile 

The following graph shows the terms of the contract profile of the current rental 
portfolio, including Puerta La Victoria. 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 This is calculated using information from previous quarter. 
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As seen in the chart above, there is not a single year in which contract maturities are 
concentrated by a share larger than 13% of the GLA within the shopping center 
portfolio. The average remaining life of simple-term contracts is approximately 5 
years weighted by GLA contracts. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 
Plaza 

Cibeles 
La 

Luciernaga 
UC 

Jurica 
UC 

Juriquilla 
UC Condesa 

Durango 
UC 

Xalapa 
Puerto 
Paraíso 

Kukulcán 
Plaza 

Puerta 
Texcoco 

2018 16% 6% 13% 17% 0% 39% 17% 22% 4% 
2019 8% 9% 10% 39% 0% 4% 37% 3% 9% 
2020 12% 7% 42% 11% 0% 9% 17% 11% 8% 
2021 10% 64% 10% 10% 44% 6% 5% 4% 2% 
2022 3% 11% 1% 8% 56% 16% 10% 0% 11% 

2023+ 52% 2% 23% 14% 0% 26% 14% 60% 66% 
Total 

general 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Year 
Nima 

Shops 
Galerías Mall 

Sonora 
Galerías 

Tapachula 
Los 

Atrios 
Las 

Misiones 

City Center 
Bosque 

Esmeralda 
Plaza 

Cedros 
Cruz 

del Sur 
Puerta La 
Victoria 

2018 10% 31% 2% 14% 9% 17% 25% 2% 0% 

2019 18% 12% 18% 23% 12% 5% 17% 12% 0% 

2020 44% 6% 19% 4% 5% 8% 9% 3% 7% 

2021 24% 26% 2% 3% 11% 2% 5% 0% 3% 

2022 1% 14% 1% 53% 9% 9% 2% 0% 22% 

2023+ 3% 11% 57% 1% 54% 59% 43% 82% 69% 
Total 

general 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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FibraShop has a total of 1,704 signed contracts with tenants where anchors 
correspond to 2.35%, 3.46% to Sub-Anchors and 94.19% correspond to local stores, 
“Fast Food”, common areas, kiosks and more. 
 

Shopping center Anchor 
Sub 

Anchor Pad Tenant Other 
Total 

general 

Plaza Cibeles 4 5 1 150 74 234 

La Luciernaga 1 3 3 59 20 86 

Puerto Paraíso 1 2  110 50 163 

Kukulcán Plaza 1 1  44 6 52 

UC Condesa Durango    5 4 9 

UC Jurica 3   35 12 50 

UC Juriquilla 1 1  23 9 34 

UC Xalapa 1  1 23 7 32 

Puerta Texcoco 5 8 5 76 45 139 

Nima Shops    23 3 26 

Los Atrios 4 4 4 59 22 93 

Galerías Tapachula 2 9 2 74 37 124 

Galerías Mall Sonora 3 7 3 100 41 154 

Las Misiones 3 5 4 92 57 161 
City Center Bosque 
Esmeralda 2 3 1 45 13 64 

Plaza Cedros 2 5  29 8 44 

Cruz del Sur 2 2 4 92 39 139 

Puerta La Victoria 5 4  72 19 100 

Total 40 59 28 1,111 466 1,704 
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Revenues per Tenant Type 

In the following chart we present revenue details per tenant type (including parking 
space) and its performance: 

 

Revenue Distribution by Tenant Type

 

Type of tenant 2Q 2017 3Q 2017 4Q 2017 1Q 2018 2Q 2018 

Anchor 54,983 55,071 58,877 63,019 65,106 

Sub-Anchor 42,870 41,943 53,241 50,675 50,157 

Stores 160,226 165,998 195,598 204,004 206,539 

Parking 13,573 14,141 16,322 15,446 18,449 

Total 271,651 277,153 324,037 333,145 340,252 

      
 2Q 2017 2Q 2017 3Q 2017 4Q 2017 2Q 2018 

Type of tenant 2Q 2017 3Q 2017 4Q 2017 1Q 2018 2Q 2018 

Anchor 20% 20% 18% 19% 19% 

Sub-Anchor 16% 15% 16% 15% 15% 

Stores 59% 60% 60% 61% 61% 

Parking 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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The following table shows the variations observed between 1Q2018 and 2Q2018: 

  1Q 2018 2Q 2018 Variation 

Revenues 333.15 341.63 2.55% 

Operating expenses 92.12 94.08 2.13% 

Operating income 241.03 247.55 2.70% 

Net income (excluding revaluation) 135.58 131.54 -2.98% 

Net income per CBFI (excluding revaluation) 0.2706 0.2648 -2.36% 

EBITDA Margin 72.35% 72.46% 0.15% 

NOI 253.68 260.55 2.71% 

NOI Margin 76.15% 76.27% 0.16% 

 

As shown in the table, the total revenues grew 2.55% from the previous quarter, 
resulting from the strength of the properties, the opening of Puerta La Victoria and 
the quality of Fibra Shop’s tenants. Similarly, we have implemented a strategy to 
improve rents as contracts expire. When comparing EBITDA and NOI margins to the 
previous quarter, we see improvements as it rose from 72.35% to 72.46% and from 
76.15% to 76.27%, respectively. 
 
Even considering that the Puerta La Victoria has an occupancy rate of 91%, the 
revenue generation does not equal the same rate. It is worth noting that several 
tenants have grace periods to adapt its stores while others are not reporting the 
expected variable rental rates. 
 

Same-Shopping Centers Revenues 

The following table compares the portfolio at same-store sales with the same 
previous year quarter: 
 

Concept 2Q 2017 2Q 2018 Variation % 

Total Revenues 271,650 296,412 24,762 9.12% 

Total Expenses 56,252 50,974 -5,278 -9.38% 

NOI Shopping Center Level 215,398 245,438 30,040 13.95% 

NOI Margin Shopping Center Level 79.29% 82.80% 3.51% 4.43% 

 
 
As seen in the same-store revenues, we recorded an increase of 9.12%, this 
variation mainly stems from higher occupancy rates in the shopping centers, 
increases above inflation in the contracts that were renewed in the last 12 months 
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(which on average was eight percentage points higher than inflation) and the 
expansion of places. 
 
Following our operating synergies strategy together with an efficient maintenance 
budget management our total expenses decreased 9.38%, without risking the 
physical conditions of our properties. FibraShop has made investment in terms of 
electricity in several properties, changing traditional light bulbs to LED, and reducing 
energy costs. Proper maintenance of our properties is key to FibraShop’s operating 
model. 
 

The combination of the effects resulted in an increase in NOI per shopping center 
level of 13.95%, reflecting a margin improvement of 351 basis points. 
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6. Debt profile 

In 2017 FibraShop placed bonds in the market in two tranches, in the form of 
communicating vessels. The first tranche for Ps. 1,400 million at five years at 
revisable rate FSHOP17 (based on 28-day TIIE) and the other tranche at Ps. 1,600 
million at a fixed rate at 10 years FSHOP 17-2 (taking as a reference the 10-year 
Federal Government bond). The surcharges were 125 base points for the variable 
tranche and 230 basis points for the fixed tranche. 
 
Said issuances, together with the FSHOP15 issue, represent unsecured debt 
amounting to Ps. 6,000 million, while the revolving bank credit line of Ps. 3,200 
million has a mortgage guarantee of 1.5 times, which would mean a levy on assets 
of at least Ps. 4,800 million.  
 
During 2Q18 FibraShop used Ps. 150 million from the syndicated credit line. As a 
result, FibraShop’s liabilities at the close of the quarter had the following 
characteristics: 

 

Liability Maturity Currency 
Issued 
amount 

(mp) 
Rate Guarantee 

Tapped 
amount 

(mp) 

FSHOP15 22/06/2020 Pesos 3,000 TIIE + 0.90 Unsecured 3,000 

FSHOP17 19/07/2022 Pesos  1,400 TIIE + 1.25 Unsecured 1,400 
FSHOP 17-2 13/07/2027 Pesos  1,600 9.13 Unsecured 1,600 
Revolving credit line 29/06/2019 Pesos 3,200 TIIE + 150 Mortgage 1,265 

 
Currently, FibraShop is hedging the interest rates of its floating rate debt 
representing two-thirds of the FSHOP15 bond as seen below. 
 

Type of hedge Swap Rate Warranties Notional 
Cash flow 
calendar 

Swap TIIE vs fixed rate 7.46% 
No guarantees or  

margin call 
1,000,000,000 

Cash flow reflects 
FSHOP15 

coupon 

Swap TIIE vs fixed rate 7.24% 
No guarantees or 

margin call 
1,000,000,000 

Cash flow reflects 
FSHOP15 

coupon 

 

Given the observed market conditions, on June 22, 2018, FibraShop announced that 
decision to partially cover the bond issued with a variable rate (based on the 28-day 
TIIE) with ticker symbol FSHOP15.  
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The following are the coverage characteristics: 
 

Type of hedge Swap rate Guarantee Notional  
Cash Flow 
payments 

Swap TIIE vs fixed rate 8.18% 
No guarantees or  

margin calls 
1,000,000,000 

 Cashflow reflects 
FSHOP15 

coupon 

 
This means that FibraShop will pay 8.18% plus TIIE rate, over the notional value of 
one billion.  
 

With this hedging contract FibraShop has completely covered its FSHOP15 bond 
amounting to Ps. 3,000 million at a weighted average rate of 7.6250%. 
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7. Debt Covenants 2 
 
In terms of the issuance of debt FSHOP15, FSHOP17, FSHOP17-2, FibraShop has 
the obligation to stay within the following parameters: 
 

Covenants from Debt issuance (FSHOP15-FSHOP17 
y FSHOP17-2)  Limit Current Comply 

Limits on Outstanding Debt No greater than: 60% 39.31%  

Limits on Secured Debt No greater than: 40% 6.84%  

Debt Service Below: 1.5 1.73  

Limits of Financing No greater than: 50% 39.31%  

Unencumbered assets to unsecured debt No greater than: 150% 196.33%  

 
 
Even with a signed credit line amounting to Ps. 3,200 million, the debt covenant 
calculations consider only the tapped amount used by FibraShop at the close of the 
quarter. The calculation of the covenant debt service considers only the effectively 
paid interests excluding fees for financing that were paid in advance. The calculation 
of covenants for the unencumbered assets related to the unsecured debt considers 
value of assets in guarantee. 
 

  

                                                           
2 For more information please refer to the bond supplement for FSHOP15, FSHOP17 and FSHOP17-2. 
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8. Level of debt and Debt Service Coverage Ratio 

 

In compliance with the regulation established by the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y 
de Valores (CNBV)3, FibraShop should inform the market of its Level of 
indebtedness and the value of the debt service coverage ratio. 

At the close of the second quarter, FibraShop’s indebtedness level was 39.31%. It 
is worth noting that the regulatory limit is 50%. The calculation was made by dividing 
total liabilities amounting of Ps. 7,265 million by total shareholder’s equity (or total 
assets) of Ps. 18,482 million. 

Additionally, the debt service coverage ratio was 1.23 times (this index must be 
greater than 1). As part of the calculation of the index, it was assumed that the 
current income distribution policy continues, comprising both the fiscal and financial 
results, that there is no income growth, the VAT recovery is estimated to at the end 
of the period, a budget of Ps. 525 million for expansions and renovations of shopping 
centers as part of the non-discretionary investments for the next 18 months in the 
shopping centers of La Perla, Sentura Tlalnepantla, Galerias Mall Sonora and 
Kukulcan, as well as the pending payment corresponding to the acquisition of Puerta 
La Victoria of Ps. 100 million.  

Below is a table that contains the corresponding calculations. 

AMOUNT FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE DSCR 
 

 
 

  
  
AL0 Liquid Assets              239,481  

IVAt Recoverable VAT                     498  

UOt Estimated Operating Income                         -   

LR0 Revolving credit line available           1,935,000  

It Estimated interest Amortization              1,243,975  

Pt Estimated Principal Amortization                         -   

Kt Estimated Recurring Capital Expenditures                         -   

Dt Estimated Non-recurring Capital Expenditures           524,637 
ICDt Debt Service Coverage Ratio                     1.23  

 

                                                           
3 Article 35 Bis 1 of the Resolution that modifies the general dispositions applicable to security issues and 
other market participants. Published in the Federal Register on June 17, 2014. 
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Assuming a cash flow at closing of the quarter amounting to Ps. 239.48 million, plus 
VAT to be recovered at the close of the reported period of Ps. 0.498 million, plus Ps. 
1,935 million of the revolving credit available, less expansions and pending 
payments for the co-investments, which are estimated at approximately Ps. 525 
million, FibraShop would have approximately Ps. 1,650 million. However, if all of 
these resources were available, FibraShop would be at 45.06%, close to the 
regulatory limit of 50% of LTV. 

 

Sources of funds 
Thousand 

pesos 
Cash flow             239,481  
VAT to recovered              498  
Revolving credit line          1,935,000  

 2,174,979 

Cash resources available:  
  
Acquisitions  
- La Perla 272,703 
- Sentura Tlalnepantla 6,237 
- Puerta la Victoria 100,000 
Total (378,940) 

  
Expansions in process (145,697) 

  
Balance 1,650,341 

 

The liability of Puerta La Victoria refers to the payment of the parking lot payable on 
August 2018. 
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9. CBFI Performance on the Mexican Stock Exchange 

Market Indicators 2Q 2017 3Q 2017 4Q 2017 1Q 2018 2Q 2018 
Price at the end of the 
Quarter 

12.44 10.91 10.56 11.2 9.34 

Average Price during the 
Quarter 

12.91 11.83 11.07 10.47 10.15 

Number of CBFI 462,855,420 458,281,079 485,826,637 502,159,507 498,858,684 

Average market cap (Ps 
mn.) 

5,975.46 5,422.52 5,376.89 5,255.75 5,063.42 

Average daily volume 785,967 623,726 273,165 159,099 126,422 
Average daily CBF Traded 
(Ps mn.) 

10.15 7.38 3.02 1.67 1.28 

NOI (Ps mn.) 197.50 202.26 246.25 253.68 260.55 
NOI per CBFI 0.43 0.44 0.51 0.51 0.52 
Dividend per CBFI 0.2626 0.3053 0.2895 0.2706 0.2648 
Dividend Yield at quarter 
average 

8.14% 10.32% 10.46% 10.34% 10.44% 

Dividend Yield at the IPO 
price 

6.00% 6.98% 6.62% 6.18% 6.05% 

Investment properties 
(MDP) 

10,980.04 11,191.38 15,636.42 15,740.80 15,743.19 

Number of shopping 
centers 

17 17 18 18 18 

 

Given FibraShop’s CBFIs performance and its results, following is a table containing 
the calculations of the implied CAP rates: 

Implied CAP Rate 2Q 2017 2Q 2018 
Average price in the period 12.91 10.15 
Average CBFI's in the period 462,855,420 498,858,684 
   
Thousand pesos   
Market capitalization 5,975,463 5,063,416 
Debt 4,150,000 7,265,000 
Cash and cash equivalents 72,348 239,481 
   
Enterprise value 10,053,115 12,088,935 

Quarterly annualized NOI  789,981 1,042,216 

Implied Cap Rate 7.86% 8.62% 
Δ%  9.71% 
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10. Analyst coverage 

FibraShop is presently covered by the following institutions and analysts, whom have 
disclosed opinions about the issuer performance. There may be other 
institutions/analysts covering and disclosing opinion about the company. 

 

Institutions Name Email Phone 
Actinver Pablo Duarte pduarte@actinver.com.mx 52(55)11036600 

Banck of 
America / Merril 
Lych Alan Macías alan.macias@baml.com 52(55)52013433 

Banck of 
America / Merril 
Lych Carlos Peyrelongue carlos.peyrelongue@baml.com 52(55)52013276 

BBVA Bancomer Francisco Chávez f.chavez@bbva.com 52(55)56219703 

BBVA Bancomer 
Mauricio Hernández 
Prida mauricio.hernandez.1@bbva.com 52(55)56219369 

BTG Pactual Álvaro García alvaro.garcia@btgpactual.com 1(646)9242475 

BTG Pactual Gordon Lee gordon.lee@btgpactual.com 52(55)36922200 

HSBC Eduardo Altamirano HSBC.research@hsbcib.com 52(55)57212197 

Nau Securities Iñigo Vega inigovega@nau-securities.com 44(20)79475517 

Nau Securities Luis Prieto luisprieto@nau-securities.com 44(20)79475510 

Signum 
Research Armando Rodríguez 

armando.rodriguez@signum 
research.com 52(55)62370861 

UBS Marimar Torreblanca marimar.torreblanca@ubs.com 52(55)52827728 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

In compliance with rule 33 fraction II-Quarterly Information, of the Single Issuers 
Regulation (Circular Unica de Emisoras), it is sent to the Mexican Stock Exchange 
in the corresponding electronic formats the financial and accounting information 
containing the annual actualization, and can be consulted at www.bmv.com.mx 
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RESULTS AS OF THE SECOND QUARTER OF 2018 

 

1. Total Revenues 

During the quarter, the total revenues of FibraShop rose to Ps 341.63 million, of 
which Ps.  292.70 million were rental revenues and Ps. 48.92 million represented 
maintenance revenue and others. 

The above represents a 25.76% increase when compared to the same last year 
quarter. 

 

Operating Expenses 

The operating expenses during the period amounted to Ps 94.08 million and were 
distributed as follows: 

- Expenses related to the shopping centers’ daily operations, including 
corporate expenses, amounted to Ps. 78.55 million. 

- Insurance, property taxes, legal fees, auditing and independent members’ 
compensation amounted to Ps. 3.80 million. 

- The fee to the advisor of 4.5% of net operating revenue (NOI) amounted 
to Ps.11.73 million. 

 
NOI & EBITDA 
 
Net operating income (NOI) during the second quarter rose to Ps. 260.55 million 
representing a margin over total revenues of 76.27%, equal to a 12-basis point 
increase from the previous quarter. NOI margin increased from 72.80% in the same 
quarter last year to 76.27%. 

Similarly, EBITDA was Ps 247.55 million, with a margin of 72.46%, representing an 
increase of 11 basis points when compared to the previous quarter. It is worth noting 
that this margin has increased from 66.79% % in the same quarter last year to 
72.46%.  
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Quarterly evolution of operating margins 

The calculation of net operating income or NOI is shown in the following table: 

 

The table below shows the calculations for the net operating income (NOI): 

 

Net Operating Income ("NOI") 
For the period from January 1 to June 30, 2018 
 
 

     06/30/2018 
 

    Amount Margin 

       
Rental Revenues             292,702   
Other operating income              48,926   
   Total Revenues          341,628   
       
Operative expenses  

             78,555   
Insurance  

                2,520   
   Total expenses            81,075   
       
Net Operating Income ("NOI")           260,554  76.27% 

 
 
 
If we annualize the NOI (multiply this quarter by 4), the amount would be about Ps. 
1,042 million. 

It is worth noting that for accounting purposes no depreciation was recorded as 
FibraShop adopted the fair-value valuation method to register its properties, 
following IFRS. Thus, the non-audited financial statements of 2018 recognize an 
asset revaluation income (related to the valuation of the original properties) of 
1,131.04 million. 
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On the other hand, if we analyze the operating result of the shopping centers portfolio 
(isolating corporate expenses and expenses that are not inherent to the pure 
operation of properties, such as insurance, appraisals, property taxes, etc.) it is Ps. 
1,127 million. 

 

Calculation of the Operative Margin of the shopping centers  
For the period from January 1 to June 30, 2018 
 

 

 
     06/30/2018 

     Amount Margin 

       
Net income       341,628   
Operating Expenses        51,443   
 

 
Operative Margin    290,185  84.94% 

        
Other Expenses (insurance, property taxes, appraisal and systems)        8,529   
        
  Net income    281,657  82.45% 

 

 

2. Comprehensive Financial Cost 

At the end of the quarter, FibraShop had cash amounting to Ps 239.48 million, mainly 
generated by the daily operation. 

During the quarter, interest income of Ps. 4.86 million was recorded and financial 
expenses were determined amounting to Ps 122.84 million. Thus, the integral result 
of financing in the quarter shows an expense of Ps. 117.98 million. 

In accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS 23 Costs 
for loans), an entity capitalizes, as part of the real estate value, the interests that 
fund development projects (in the construction stage, that is, they are not recorded 
at fair value in its stage of generation of flows). FibraShop has applied this standard 
for the part of its liabilities that have financed the projects of La Perla y Sentura until 
the date of its deed. As of June 30, the capitalized historical amount amounted to 
Ps. 90.29 million. 
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As of October 2017, interests from the Puerta La Victoria fund are no longer subject 
to capitalization and therefore recorded as an expense in the income statement. 
 

3. Total Net Income 

Net income for the quarter reached Ps. 131.54 million, or Ps.  0.2648 cents per CBFI, 
considering that only 496,681,061 CBFIs were outstanding, which in annualized 
percentage terms amounts to 10.44% considering the average closing price in the 
period of Ps. 10.15 per CBFI and 11.84% considering the closing price of Ps. 8.95 
on July 20, 2018. 
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4. Balance Sheet 

FibraShop's balance sheet at the end of the quarter had a cash balance of Ps. 
239.48 million.  

It is worth mentioning that the tax account to recover amounts to Ps. 5.92 million, 
which corresponds mainly to VAT retained by banks of previous years. 

On the other hand, the item of investment properties, furniture and equipment 
amounted to Ps 15,890 million, of which Ps. 15,743 million correspond to the value 
of the investment properties and Ps. 147 million to property and equipment. 
Investments in process and projects totaled Ps. 1,849 million. 

Permanent investments of Ps. 215 million correspond to the acquisition of 40% of 
FibraShop Portafolios Inmobiliarios SAPI de C.V., the advisory company. 

Accumulated liabilities amounted to ps. 373 million and liabilities with financial costs 
net of amortization totaled Ps. 7,213 million, equivalent to the syndicated loan and 
issued debt. 
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RELEVANT EVENTS 

After the closing of the quarter, there were no relevant events. 

 

Additional Events 

There were no additional relevant events during the period, other than those 
requested by the BMV derived from movements in the markets. 
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Distribution to CBFI Holders 

On July 19, 2018, the Technical Committee of the Trust determined the distribution 
corresponding to the second quarter of 2018, which amounted to a total of Ps. 
131.54 million, which will be paid on August 6, 2018. The amount corresponds to the 
depreciation of the period and other differences between the fiscal and financial 
results. 

Under Mexican law, the Fibras have the obligation to distribute at least 95% of the 
net fiscal result to their holders of CBFIs no later than March 15th following the end 
of the corresponding year. 
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ABOUT FIBRASHOP  

FibraShop (BMV: FSHOP 13), is the only real estate option in Mexico offering a 
specialization in the shopping centers segment that has a long-track experienced 
management in the commercial sector, a solid operating and corporate governance 
structure, which guarantees transparency, efficiency and a profitable and secure 
growth vehicle.  

FibraShop is an infrastructure and real estate trust formed to acquire, posses, 
administer and develop real estate in the shopping center segment in Mexico. The 
initial portfolio includes eight properties in four states of the Mexican Republic and 
one in Mexico City. FibraShop is administered by a group of experienced 
management specialized in the industry with a long track record and is advised 
externally by Fibra Shop Portafolios Inmobiliarios, S.A.P.I. de C.V.  

FibraShop’s goal is to provide attractive returns to CBFIs holders, through the stable 
distribution and capital appreciation. 

 

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS 

This report may contain certain forward-looking statements. Said forward-looking 
statements are not based on historic events but on the current views of the 
administration. We caution that certain declaration or estimates imply risks and 
uncertainties that can changed due to different factors that are not under the 
Company’s control.  
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INVESTOR RELATIONS’ CONTACT IN MEXICO: 

 

Gabriel Ramirez Fernandez, CFO, FibraShop.  

Tel: +52 (55) 5292 1160 

Email: gramirez@fibrashop.mx 

Irvin García, Controller, Fibrashop. 

Tel: +52 (55) 5292 1160 

Email: igarcia@fibrashop.mx 

 

INVESTOR RELATIONS’ CONTACT IN USA: 

Lucia Domville, Grayling USA  

Tel: +1 (646) 284 9416 

Email: lucia.domville@grayling.com 

 

MEDIA CONTACT IN MEXICO: 

Jesús A. Martínez-Rojas R.  

Grayling México 

Tel: +52 55 56441247 

Email: jesus@grayling.mx 
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Quarterly Earnings Conference Call: 

FibraShop will host a conference call to discuss 2Q18 and give an update on the 
business.  

Date:    Tuesday July 24th, 2018 

Time:    12:00 PM EST / 11:00 AM Mexico City 

Speakers:   Salvador Cayón Ceballos, CEO, FibraShop 

                   Gabriel Ramírez Fernández, CFO, FibraShop 

Irvin García Millán, Controller, FibraShop 

 

Dial-in (U.S.): +1-877-407-8031 

Dial-in (Mexico):  +1-201-689-8031 

 

Conference Call Replay: 

Dial-in (U.S.): +1-877-481-4010 

Dial-in (Mexico): +1-919-882-2331 

Conference ID#: 33672 
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Multiple
Trust Number F/00854 and Subsidiaries
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
For the six months ended at  June 30, 2017 and 2018
(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)
(Unaudited)

2017 2018
2Q 2017 2Q 2018 Jan-Jun Jan-Jun

Jan-June Jan-June Acum Acum

Rental revenues 232,413      292,702      454,948      574,878      
Other operating income 39,238        48,926        77,576        99,896        

Total Income 271,651      341,628      532,524      674,774      

Operating expenses 72,020        78,555        142,739      155,510      
Insurance 2,136          2,520          4,271          5,028          
Advisory fees 14,812        11,725        28,914        23,141        
Other professional fees 1,253          1,283          2,429          2,522          

Total expenses 90,221        94,083        178,353      186,200      
OPERATING PROFIT 181,430      247,546      354,171      488,573      

Finance income 3,712          4,858          8,783          9,474          
Finance expenses 65,065        122,841      136,966      239,012      
Finance charges (61,353)       (117,983)     (128,183)     (229,539)     

Update of VAT recovery 555             1,979          555             8,090          

NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD BEFORE TAXES 120,633      131,541      226,544      267,124      

Current and  deferred income tax
NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD 120,633      131,541      226,544      267,124      
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Multiple
Trust Number F/00854 and Subsidiaries
INTERIM CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As of June 30, 2018
(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)
(Unaudited)

Audited Unaudited
Dec 31, 2017 June 30, 2018

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents 321,670        239,481        
Accounts receivable 137,793        130,966        
Related parties 2,765            2,523            
Recoverable taxes 421,614        5,920            
Prepaid expenses 16,943          32,891          
Other Current assets 48,848          77,705          
Total current assets 949,633        489,486        

Investment properties and equipment 15,892,294   15,890,606   
Work in process and proyects 1,264,300     1,849,076     
Intangible assets and other long term assets 10,728          10,860          
Derivative financial instruments 27,491          27,117          
Permanent Investment 215,000        
TOTAL ASSETS 18,144,446   18,482,145   

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Suppliers 3,394            2,742            
Related parties 21,187          14,647          
Creditors 625,318        373,882        
Tenants prepayments 15,002          20,802          
Total current liabilities 664,901        412,073        

Tenants deposits 94,831          98,021          
Employee benefits 7,265            8,239            
Deffered taxes 11,316          11,316          
Bank loans 589,070        1,254,380     
Long term debt 5,949,551     5,958,899     
Derivative financial instruments 242,511        242,511        
Other long term liabilities 30,260          26,773          
TOTAL LIABILITES 7,589,705     8,012,212     

NET ASSETS
Net contributions 7,180,860     6,959,311     
Retained earnings 1,763,152     3,243,498     
Net profit for the period 1,610,729     267,124        
TOTAL NET ASSETS 10,554,741   10,469,933   
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 18,144,446   18,482,145   
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Multiple
Trust Number F/00854 and Subsidiaries
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
For the period ended at December 31, 2017 and for the period 
from January 1 to June 30 of 2018
(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)
(Unaudited)

Net Retained
Contributions Earnings TOTAL

Total net assets as of December 31, 2016 7,281,861       1,824,266       9,106,127       
Distributions (409,337)         (88,266)           (497,603)         
Increase in equity 703,351          703,351          
Net profit of the period 1,610,729       1,610,729       
Repurchase fund (395,015)         (395,015)         
Actuarial gains/losses (339)                (339)                
Other comprehensive earnings (losses) 27,491            27,491            
Total net assets as of December 31, 2017 7,180,860       3,373,881       10,554,741     
Distributions (151,414)         (130,009)         (281,423)         
Net profit of the period 267,124          267,124          
Repurchase fund (70,135)           (70,135)           

Other comprehensive earnings (losses) (374)                (374)                
Total net assets as of June 30, 2018 6,959,311       3,510,622       10,469,933     
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Multiple
Trust Number F/00854 and Subsidiaries
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOW

For the periods six months ended at June 30, 2017 and 2018
(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)
(Unaudited)

Unaudited Unaudited
Operating activities: June 30, 2017 June 30, 2018

Net profit for the period 226,544                 267,124                 

Adjustments for:

Finance income (7,766)                    (8,241)                    
Employee benefits 976                        1,004                     
Straight line revenue recognition (2,203)                    (4,637)                    
Depreciation and amortization 3,449                     4,340                     
Amortization cost financing 10,158                   14,658                   
Finance expenses 124,566                 224,354                 
Net cash flows from operating activities 355,724                 498,602                 

Accounts receivable 1,593                     6,827                     
Related parties 2,743                     (6,298)                    
Recoverable taxes and other current assets (23,250)                  391,474                 
Prepaid expenses (4,775)                    (17,107)                  
Employee benefits (30)                         
Suppliers (5,452)                    (652)                       
Creditors (4,182)                    (251,436)                
Advance payment from clients (336)                       5,800                     
Tenants deposits 3,331                     3,190                     
Other time liabilities (3,487)                    
Net cash (used in) generated by operating activities 325,396                         626,883                         

Investing activities :

Finance Income 7,766                     8,241                     
Acquisition of investment properties and other assets (74,111)                  (1,456)                    
Investments in work in progress and proyects (442,866)                (584,776)                
Acquisition of intangible assets and other assets (578)                       (169)                       
Purchase acquisition (215,000)                       
Net cash (used in) investing activities (509,789)                       (793,160)                       

Financing activities:
Repurchase fund (325,540)                (70,135)                  
Finance expenses (124,566)                (224,354)                
Bank loans 650,000                 660,000                 
Distributions (234,624)                (281,423)                
Net cash generated (used in) investing activities (34,730)                          84,088                           

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (219,123)                       (82,189)                          
Cash and cash equivalents at the begining of the period 291,471                         321,670                         
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 72,348                           239,481                         
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Múltiple 
Irrevocable Trust Number F/00854 and its Subsidiaries 

Notes to the intermediate financial consolidated statements 
For the period from January 1 to June 30, 2018  

(Non-audited) (Figures in thousands of pesos) 
 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

FibraShop (FSHOP) is a real estate trust formed by the contract Fideicomiso F/00854 dated 
September 21, 2013, that was celebrated between FibraShop Portafolios Inmobiliarios, 
S.A.P.I de C.V. (Trustee), The Bank of New York Mellon, S.A. IBM (Fiduciary) (now CI 
Banco, S.A. IBM), Deustche Bank Mexico, S.A. IBM (Common representative) through the 
public notarization of the act number 39,222 granted by Mr. José Luis Villavicencio 
Castañeda, Public Notary number 218 in Mexico City. FSHOP headquarters are located in 
Juan Salvador Agraz number 65, 21 Floor, Col. Lomas de Santa Fe, Zip Code 05109, 
Mexico City, Mexico.  

On July 24, 2013, FibraShop began trading at the Bolsa Mexicana de Valores under the 
ticker symbol FSHOP13, through the initial public offer of CBFIs (certificados bursátiles 
fiduciarios inmobiliarios), launched its operation with 353,780,507 outstanding CBFIs, and 
has made payments in CBFIs to acquire properties in the amount 10,815,166; additionally, 
it placed another 112,650,311 CBFIs with the subscription rights offer made in March 2015. 
On November 19, 2016 we paid 6,851,895 CBFIs corresponding to the final payment of Las 
Misiones Shopping Center and following the use of its repurchase fund as of February 22, 
2017. To date repurchased CBFIs February 20 to April 20, 2018, amounted to 22,078,997 
and 10,894,036 have been retired from circulation. As a result of the payment of Plaza 
Kukulcan 10,500,000 CBFIs were added in the period, and 21,000,000 in total for the year. 
On November 1st, 2017, 40,383,365 CBFIs were assigned to pay the acquisition of Plaza 
Puerta La Victoria, of which 31,611,435 CBFIs were paid on November 18, 2017 for 
corporate rights, and the balance of 8,771,930 CBFIs will be paid on August 18, 2018 to pay 
for the parking, with no corporate rights for the quarterly distribution. As of total 496,681,061 
CBFIs are outstanding.   

FibraShop is a trust created to acquire, posses, administer and develop real estate 
properties in the shopping mall segment in Mexico. The initial portfolio includes eight 
properties in four states of the Mexican Republic, and one in Mexico City, as shown in the 
table below. 
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Properties 
New 

classification 
Location 

Plaza Cibeles Fashion Mall Irapuato 

La Luciernaga Fashion Mall San Miguel de Allende 

Puerto Paraíso Fashion Mall Cabo San Lucas 

Kukulcan Plaza Fashion Mall Cancún 

UC Condesa Durango 
Community 
Center 

CDMX 

UC Jurica 
Community 
Center 

Querétaro 

UC Juriquilla 
Community 
Center 

Querétaro 

UC Xalapa 
Community 
Center 

Xalapa 

Puerta Texcoco Power Center Estado de México 

UC Nima Shops 
Community 
Center 

Puerto Vallarta 

Los Atrios Power Center Cuautla 

Galerias Tapachula Power Center Tapachula 

Galerias Mall Sonora Fashion Mall Hermosillo 

Las Misiones Fashion Mall Juárez 

City Center Bosque Esmeralda Power Center Estado de México 

Plaza Cedros Power Center Jiutepec 

Cruz del Sur Power Center Puebla 

Puerta La Victoria Fashion Mall Querétaro 

Sentura Tlanepantla * Power Center CDMX 

La Perla * Fashion Mall Guadalajara 
* Under construction 
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2. PREPARATION BASIS  

(a) Declaration of compliance 

The consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with the International 
Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) issued by the International Accounting Standards 
Board (IASB). The consolidated financial statements of FibraShop and its controlled entities 
will be addressed going forward as FSHOP.  

FSHOP has chosen to present a single consolidated integral financial statement and present 
its expenses.  

The cash flow from the operating activities is presented using the indirect method. The rental 
revenues of the properties, along with deposits received and paid, will be treated as cash 
flow from the operating activities. The acquisitions of investment properties are presented 
as cash flow from investment activities and represent more directly the commercial activities 
of FSHOP.  

These condensed consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with NIC 
34 Intermediate Financial Information. The explanatory notes are included to reveal events 
and relevant transactions to understand FSHOP. The intermediate consolidated condensed 
financial statements do not include all information and events required in the annual 
consolidated financial statements. 

On July 19, 2018, the Technical Committee of FSHOP approved the presentation of the 
condensed consolidated financial statements corresponding to the second quarter of 2018.  

 

(b) Estimates and criteria 

The preparation of the condensed consolidated intermediate financial statements requires 
that the administration makes estimates and assumptions that affect the application of the 
accounting policies, and thus, the amounts reported under assets and liabilities, revenues 
and expenses. The real results can differ from the said estimates. 

For the preparation of the condensed consolidated intermediate financial statements, the 
administration adopted the accounting policies described in the present notes, which will be 
applicable consistently going forward, unless some relevant changes need to be applied 
because of economic conditions or activities of FSHOP that justified said changes. The 
notes to the consolidated financial statements establish areas that involved a greater sense 
of complexity or areas where the assumptions are relevant for the consolidated financial 
report, such as the estimate of the reasonable value of the investment properties, the 
estimates of past due accounts receivables, among others.  
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(c) Corporate information 

The NIC 34 requires statements for the net income, the changes to the shareholders’ equity, 
cash flow for the intermediate comparing quarters (for the period and accumulated) for the 
prior year.  

3. SUMMARY OF RELEVANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

The main accounting policies adopted for the preparation of the condensed consolidated 
intermediate financial statements are consistent with those that will be used in the 
preparation of the consolidated annual financial statements at the end of the period of June 
30, 2018. 

 

Consolidation Basis 

The consolidated financial statements of FSHOP incorporate the assets and liabilities of the 
controlling entities of FSHOP as of June 30, 2018, and its results for the period from January 
1st to June 30, 2018. The effects on the balance and transactions are eliminated within the 
Group, as well as all of the revenues and non-realized expenses derived from the 
transactions within the Group in preparing the consolidated financial statements. The 
controlling Groups are those whose main financial and operating policies are determined by 
FSHOP in its ruling capacity. When control is gained over of one of the entity during the 
year, its results are included in the integral consolidated statements as of the date in which 
it took control. When control of an entity stops in the year, the results are included only 
during the part of the year when it was controlled.  

 

Financial information by segment  

The operating segments are identified as those according to the internal reports of 
management that are part of the Group, which are being reviewed by senior management 
and have been identified as key to the operational decision-making process, to assign 
resources to certain segments and evaluate their performance.  

Starting 2016 the classification and segments of the shopping centers were modified 
changing its classification to its business focus instead of size. The properties in which most 
of its tenants are focused on fashion, accessories and clothing will be denominated Fashion 
Mall, those in which tenants are more focused on providing services and have a supermarket 
are denominated Power Center, and finally, those of smaller size that are focused on 
services are denominated Community Center. 

Previously, the information presented by senior management for the effect of assigning 
resources and evaluating the performance is mostly focused on the size of the properties, 
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which correspond to three segments or formats. The commercial properties which have a 
GLA above 40,000 square meters are denominated as Super Regional, those with a GLA 
above 10,000 square meters are denominated Regional, and finally, the properties below 
those dimensions are known as community centers.  

The information presented related to investment properties and segments are based on 
financial information derived from accounting policies. 

Revenue recognition 

Sale revenues are quantified as reasonable value of the service provided or to be received. 
Sales revenues per income source are the following:  

Rental revenues 

Rental revenues on investment properties are recognized as sale revenues in the financial 
statements in terms of the lease contracts and in direct line during the contract period. 
Certain incentives for tenants can be offered to sign operating contracts that are not 
cancellable. Said incentives can be assumed in various forms, including non-rental periods, 
variable or stepped rents, among others. 

Maintenance revenues  

Maintenance revenues of investment properties are mainly derived from the cost of 
maintenance in the retail properties that are charged to tenants for the correct functioning 
and adequate maintenance of the shopping centers.  

Other revenues 

Other revenues include the payments received in relation to the termination of maintenance 
contracts as well as other extraordinary revenues that can be present during operations of 
FSHOP.  

 

4. NET INCOME FOR THE PERIOD  

Operating income for the reported quarter amounted to Ps. 131,541 thousand which 
includes revenues, costs and expenses incurred in the normal course of the operation and 
maintenance of the shopping centers that make up its portfolio. 

Such operating income includes expenses proper investment properties for a total amount 
of Ps. 81,075 thousand during the quarter, as well as costs of corporate i.e. those necessary 
for the administration of FSHOP and maintenance as a public company, which in this period 
include advisory fees, auditor and independent directors and during the quarter amounting 
to Ps. 13,008 thousand. 
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Financial products for the quarter amounted to Ps. 4,858 miles thousand, which come from 
the resources held in cash and investments in short-term securities amounting at period end 
Ps. 239,481 thousand. 

The net income in the quarter amounted to Ps. 131,541 thousand. 

 

5. FINANCIAL INFORMATION BY SEGMENT 

Following, we present the financial information by segment for the second quarter of 2018, 
excluding the property of Puerta La Victoria. 

Concepto 
Ingresos 
totales 

Gastos 
totales 

Inversión en 
activos    

(millones de $) 

Área rentada 
(GLA) 

Ingresos 
promedio por 

m2 

Fashion Mall 175,123 32,011 7,464,000 222,677 262.15 

Power Center 95,500 14,984 4,095,220 196,503 162.07 

Community Center 25,789 3,979 1,135,000 32,237 266.66 

Totales 296,412 50,974 12,694,220 451,331 218.92 

 

Following, we present the financial information by segment at the close of June 2018, 
considering Puerta La Victoria. 

Concepto 
Ingresos 
totales 

Gastos 
totales 

Inversión en 
activos    

(millones de $) 

Área rentada 
(GLA) 

Ingresos 
promedio por 

m2 

Fashion Mall 220,340 41,009 10,512,973 276,809 265.33 

Power Center 95,500 14,984 4,095,220 196,417 162.07 

Community Center 25,789 3,979 1,135,000 32,237 266.66 

Totales 341,629 59,972 15,743,193 505,463 225.29 

 

Although Puerta la Victoria is 91% occupied, there are still several premises in the grace 
period, so the previous table does not reflect the correct price level per square meter. 

6. OPERATIONAL SEASONALITY  

Seasonality effects do affect FSHOP’s operations given the characteristics of the properties 
and the contracts due to summer vacation, holiday season, among others.  

7. PAID OR DECLARED DISTRIBUTIONS 

The Technical Committee of FSHOP has determined the payment of quarterly distributions 
to holders of CBFIs, and during the current reported period it reported a total distribution 
amounting to Ps. 135,583 thousand (Ps. 0.2706 per CBFI), which corresponds to the one 
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audited net income of the first quarter of 2018. It is worth noting that during the meeting on 
April 19, 2018, the Technical Committee determined a distribution for the current reported 
period as stated in the following item 8. 

8. DISTRIBUTION PER CBFI 

The table below presents the income per CBFI of FSHOP, corresponding to the reported 
period as well as the previous ones. 

Concept 
Quantity 

3Q17 
Quantity 

4Q17 
Quantity 

1Q18 
Quantity 

2Q18 

CBFIs outstanding 466,238,938 503,736,281 501,083,475 496,681,061 

Net Distribution for the Period 
(thousands) 

142,346 145,841 135,583 131,541 

Distribution Per CBFI (pesos) 0.3053 0.2895 0.2706 0.2648 

 

 9. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES 

As of June 30, 2018, the investment properties portfolio of FSHOP (considering solely the 
GLA property of FSHOP) was composed of 18 shopping centers, as follows: 

Properties 
Acquisition 

date 
GLA 1Q 2018 

(m2) 
Growth 

(m2) 
GLA 2Q 

2018 (m2) 

Value       
(thousand 

pesos) 
Plaza Cibeles jul-13 76,133   76,133 2,150,000 
La Luciernaga jul-13 19,937  19,937 314,000 
Puerto Paraiso jul-13 25,080   25,080 1,350,000 
Kukulcan Plaza jul-13 20,986   20,986 1,190,000 
UC Condesa Durango jul-13 1,454   1,454 110,000 
UC Jurica jul-13 10,812   10,812 355,000 
UC Juriquilla jul-13 9,490   9,490 300,000 
UC Xalapa jul-13 8,273   8,273 210,000 
Puerta Texcoco feb-14 63,725   63,725 1,260,000 
UC Nima Shops jul-14 3,837   3,837 160,000 
Los Atrios ago-14 50,457   50,457 670,000 
Galerias Tapachula ago-14 33,872   33,872 680,220 
Galerias Mall Sonora ago-14 52,710   52,710 1,340,000 
Las Misiones oct-14 34,928   34,928 1,120,000 
City Center Bosque Esmeralda may-15 29,520   29,520 540,000 
Plaza Cedros ago-15 19,300   19,300 395,000 
Cruz del Sur oct-15 12,282   12,282 550,000 
Puerta La Victoria oct-17              57,702  57,702 3,048,973 
PORTFOLIO TOTAL   530,498  530,498 15,743,193 
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Furniture, equipment and other assets at the end of the period amounted to Ps. 52,238 
thousand net of depreciation and amortization. 

10. DEBT 

The short-term liabilities are exclusively Ps. 2,742 thousand and correspond to supplier 
payments, Ps. 14,647 thousand are to related parties, Ps. 373,882 thousand in accumulated 
liabilities, and Ps. 20,802 thousand are advanced payments from clients. 

The long-term liabilities that FSHOP had at the close of the quarter were related to the 
deposits in guarantee for tenants of different shopping centers, which amounted to   Ps. 
98,021 thousand, of which, Ps. 8,239 thousand in labor liabilities, Ps. 11,316 thousand for 
deferred rent, and Ps. 5,958,899 thousand corresponding to the issuance to the senior 
secured notes (FSHOP15, FSHOP17 and FSHOP17-2) minus the expenses associated with 
the placement of the bonds, Ps. 1,254,380 thousand corresponding to the syndicated credit 
net of financial expenses, Ps. 242,511 thousand corresponding to the plain vanilla options 
derived from the purchase transaction of Puerta La Victoria and Ps. 26,773 thousand of 
other  long-term liabilities. 

11. CONTRIBUTED NET ASSETS (EQUITY) 

The CBFIs are traded at Bolsa Mexicana de Valores under the ticker symbol FSHOP 13, 
following the initial public offer on July 24, 2013, at a price of Ps. 17.50 per CBFI. The equity 
of FSHOP as of June 30, 2018, is comprised of 496,681,061 securities, of which 22,078,997 
were repurchased and cancelled at the close of 2017, and 17,949,256 842 were 
repurchased and have been withdrawn from circulation. The equity has a total value of Ps. 
10,469,933 thousand, which includes Ps. 6,959,311 thousand of net contributions, Ps. 
3,243,498 thousand of accumulated profits and Ps. 267,124 thousand of income for the 
period from January to June 2018. 

The CBFIs issued by FSHOP grant their holders the right to a part of the benefits, products 
and, if applicable, residual value of the assets or rights of FSHOP, and the proceeds of the 
sale of assets or rights of the assets or fund of the FSHOP. Trust, in accordance with the 
terms established in the Trust Agreement. 

12. CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL RISK ADMINISTRATION 

The goals and policies of the financial risk administration of the Group are established by 
the Technical Committee, following its corporate by-laws. 

13. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCY LIABILITIES 

FSHOP, as part of the initial portfolio, had a GLA of 5,978 square meters of commercial 
space acquired and not paid. Among the said space there is an area undergoing renovation 
and revitalization processes by one of the contributing members and, following the terms of 
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the agreement, will be acquired once they have been rented, after having been approved by 
the Technical Committee. 

 

14. RELATED PARTIES INFORMATION 

Following are the information highlights of FSHOP related parties: 

Grupo Cayón, Grupo Frel and Central de Arquitectura, the contributing members of the initial 
FSHOP portfolio are the controlling members of the Trust. Said groups will continue sharing 
its expertise in the sector, generating new investment opportunities for investment for 
FSHOP. Through the refer contract of the control group of the Trust, FSHOP has the first 
refusal right for the acquisition of properties in development by the three groups, although 
all transactions must be approved by the Technical Committee and have to have the 
favorable vote of the majority of the independent board members. Additionally, the control 
group of the trust has a non-compete clause. 

 

15. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS 

At the end of the quarter there were no subsequent events that required disclosure 
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Proforma information derived from corporate restructuring provided for in Article 35 
of the Sole Issuer Circular (CUE) issued by the National Banking Securities 
Commission (CNBV) 

On July 21th, 2016 and April 6th, 2017 FibraShop presented information brochures referred 
to in Article 33 of the CUE derived from three transactions that fall under the assumptions 
of a corporate restructuring. In compliance with Article 35 of the CUE, FibraShop has 
presented as part of the notes to the financial statements, the comparative proforma 
financial statements of the following three quarter after effect of the corporate restructuring, 
complying with the period established by said article. 

That period has been accomplished, so as of this quarter the proforma information will not 
be presented 
 


